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His piano trio debut ...is a lithe,  dynamic, subtle affair in which glib technical 
fireworks are eschewed in favour of melodic purpose, heavyweight harmonic 
and rhythmic rigour. **** album review Chris Ingham Mojo magazine             
  
'Peter Edwards Trio: Safe and Sound review- Sensitive, impressive debut 
from a rising piano star' 
'Edwards energetic playing- full of emphatic chording, Latin grooves and 
romantic cinematic themes- at times invokes Ahmad Jamal or McCoy Tyner' 
John Fordham, The Guardian *** album review 

'Edwards deftly steers his trio through ten tracks of pianistic finery, surging 
and soulful on the title track, sparkling on Desdemona’s Tears and elegantly 
poised on slower numbers. The album shows him to be a talented moodsmith 
as well as a composer and player, and is well worth checking out.'   
Jazz UK 

'[Safe and Sound], bristles with hip themes, imaginative keyboard ideas and 
fluent, punchy phrasing' 
Jack Massarik, The Evening Standard **** album review 

"Safe and Sound" represents an impressive debut from Edwards. A record 
that deserves to establish him firmly as a leader on the UK jazz scene' 
Ian Mann, thejazzmann.com **** album review 

'There's a range of moods and feels in the writing and playing blending sound 
and rocky rhythms from a personal journey with the starting point of high 
octane swinging jazz... Edwards is a thoughtful player, building solos patiently, 
relying as much on patterns, fragments and rhythm as melodic lines for 
connecting logic'. 
Mike Collins, London Jazz News album review 

'... He is able to convey serious moods as well as relatively sunny or 
exuberant atmospheres...'  
Steven Graham, Marlbank.net ***1/2 album review 

'The smart-suited Edwards has a warm engaging sound easily discerned with 
characteristically rippling tremolos, long blissful runs and a darting 
exuberance that bubbles up effortlessly expressed via a sophisticated piano 
language that looks to Pershing period Ahmad Jamal and the early acoustic 
years of Herbie Hancock as its lodestar' 
Steven Graham, Marlbank.net Live review 

'Peter gives full sway to his flamboyant, albeit delicate, piano play. Get ready 
for some furious swing(s)!' 
Vibes4yoursoul review 

'loving the new album Safe and Sound...'                                 

http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/mar/27/peter-edwards-trio-safe-and-sound-review
http://www.jazzservices.org.uk/index.php/about-jazz-uk/item/download/628
http://www.standard.co.uk/goingout/music/album-reviews-april-2014-9239238.html
http://www.thejazzmann.com/reviews/review/the-peter-edwards-trio-safe-and-sound/
http://www.londonjazznews.com/2014/03/cd-review-peter-edwards-trio-safe-and.html
http://www.marlbank.net/reviews/1487-the-haven
http://www.marlbank.net/lives/1615-peter-edwards-trio-pizza-express-jazz-club
http://vibes4yoursoul.blogspot.co.uk/2014/03/the-peter-edwards-trio-safe-and-sound.html
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‘Peter Edwards is the real deal - intelligent, soulful and swinging. 
A very fine and hugely engaging pianist, composer and arranger, he has 
rapidly earned the respect of his peers and shows every sign of becoming an 
important figure in UK jazz.’  

Gary Crosby OBE 

‘Peter is one of the UK’s finest pianists and, more importantly, arrangers I 
have come across in 
a long, long time… a veritable force of musical nature.’ 

Tony Minvielle – SoulandJazz.com / Straight No Chaser Magazine 

‘Peter Edwards is a roll your sleeves up and get down and swing guy… he 
skates seamlessly through skittering meters before zoning into a no frills 
exposition…  
[He] has an ear for a soulful song and a Caribbean bounce.  
 
 
Andy Robson, Jazzwise 

"I have recorded and produced Peter many times now both when playing with 
other artists and with his own trio - it is always a complete delight! His creative 
and professional approach makes the session flow wonderfully well and his 
generosity towards the other musicians is extraordinary - he actually listens to 
what they are playing! When I watch him playing I get a very strong feeling I 
am watching  a future icon of the piano!" 
  
Tony Platt - Recording Engineer and Producer 
 
www.platinumtones.com/\ 

Peter Edwards is one of the most exciting jazz pianists in the UK today. His 
headline performance at Leicester’s Inaugural BootLeg jazz festival, was a tour de 
force that had the audience spellbound from the first four bars of his opening tune 
the self-penned Byron’s Blues’. From there on in there was no let-up the whole 
evening of imaginative compositions coupled with stylish and inventive, straight-
ahead playing. Leicester audiences were treated to a young talent who is destined 
to become a leading figure in British Jazz. Alongside fellow young-bloods Moses 
Boyd (drums) Max Luthert (bass) this seamless and harmonious trio set the standard 
high for future BootLeg Jazz headline acts.   

Terry Adams, BootLeg Jazz;  

http://www.platinumtones.com///

